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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu
Creator: Smithsonian Institution, Visitor Information and Associates' Reception Center
Title: BVP Program Reports
Quantity: 1 cu. ft. (1 record storage box)

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 09-224, Smithsonian Institution, Visitor Information and Associates' Reception Center, BVP Program Reports

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of monthly program reports created by the Behind-the-Scenes Volunteer Program (BVP). The program reports consist primarily of statistics documenting all aspects of work performed by volunteers in the program.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Visitors' centers
Volunteers

Types of Materials:
Manuscripts

Names:
Smithsonian Institution. Visitor Information and Associates' Reception Center. Behind-the-Scenes Volunteer Program.
Container Listing

Box 1

Behind-the-Scenes Volunteer Program (BVP) Monthly Reports, FY 1981
BVP Monthly Reports, FY 1982
BVP Monthly Reports, FY 1983
BVP Monthly Reports, FY 1984
BVP/Smithsonian Magazine Files (SMF) Monthly Statistics and Annual Summary, FY 1984
BVP/SMF Monthly Statistics and Annual Summary, FY 1985
BVP/SMF Monthly Statistics and Annual Summary, FY 1986
BVP/SMF Monthly Statistics and Annual Summary, FY 1987
BVP Monthly Reports, FY 1988
BVP/SMF Monthly Statistics and Annual Summary, FY 1988
BVP Monthly Reports, FY 1989
BVP Monthly Reports, FY 1990
BVP Monthly Reports, FY 1991